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ABSTRACT

Cardinality estimation is a critical component and a longstanding
challenge in modern data warehouses. ByteHouse, ByteDance’s
cloud-native engine for extensive data analysis in exabyte-scale
environments, serves numerous internal decision-making business
scenarios. With the increasing demand of ByteHouse, cardinality
estimation becomes the bottleneck for efficiently processing queries.
Specifically, the existing query optimizer of ByteHouse uses the
traditional Selinger-like cardinality estimator, which can produce
substantial estimation errors, resulting in sub-optimal query plans.

To improve cardinality estimation accuracy while maintaining a
practical inference overhead, we develop ByteCard framework that
enables efficient training/updating and integration of learned cardi-
nality estimators. Furthermore, ByteCard adapts recent advances
in cardinality estimation to build models that can balance accuracy
and practicality (e.g., inference latency, model size, training/updat-
ing overhead). We observe significant query processing speed-up
in ByteHouse after replacing the existing cardinality estimator
with ByteCard for several optimization strategies. Evaluations on
real-world datasets show the integration of ByteCard leads to an
improvement of up to 30% in the 99th quantile of latency. At last, we
share our valuable experience in engineering advanced cardinality
estimators. This experience can help ByteHouse integrate more
learning-based solutions on the critical query execution path.

1 INTRODUCTION

ByteHouse, ByteDance’s advanced cloud-native big data analysis
engine, plays a pivotal role in processing exabyte-scale internal busi-
ness analytics. Serving as a foundational tool for various business
decisions, it offers applications ranging from in-depth trend analysis
to strategic marketing. Building on the collective research insights
and engineering endeavors of predecessors [2, 10, 26, 44, 48], Byte-
House has demonstrated robust performance across a range of busi-
ness workloads. In its consistent pursuit of excellence, ByteHouse
continually seeks to evolve and improve, particularly in address-
ing cardinality estimation (CardEst) challenges—a critical aspect
∗Corresponding authors

of query optimization that has received extensive attention from
academia and industry. Cardinality estimation aims to estimate
query operator results size without actual execution, consisting of
COUNT and COUNT-DISTINCT (NDV) estimations. Precise CardEst
methodologies are vital for enhancing the quality of query plans,
which is one of ByteHouse’s most notable performance bottlenecks.

In its initial stages, ByteHouse employed traditional CardEst
methods like other modern data warehouses. However, the inher-
ent data skewness in real-world datasets, coupled with the sim-
plified assumptions of these methods, hindering ByteHouse from
achieving reliable estimates. This problem is further exacerbated
when encountering large volumes of customer data and rapid data
updates. Traditional sketch-based methods [15, 39] often require
full data scans, creating considerable pressure on ByteHouse’s stor-
age layer. Meanwhile, the sample-based approaches face inherent
challenges in balancing accuracy with the sampling rate.

The evaluation report in Table 1 shows the inadequacy of tradi-
tional CardEst methods in handling modern analytical workloads.
This report evaluates various quantiles of the Q-Error1, which is
a commonly used metric in CardEst method evaluation [28, 29].
Specifically, the datasets under consideration include two renowned
benchmarks, IMDB [24] and STATS [18], as well as AEOLUS, an
internal business workload from ByteHouse that comprises 200
complex queries from customers. The results indicate that for both
COUNT and COUNT-DISTINCT queries, the estimation errors pro-
vided by traditional methods deviate far from the theoretical opti-
mal lower bound across various quantiles, often by several orders
of magnitude. This discrepancy highlights a significant potential in
enhancing these estimation methodologies.

Recently, learning-based CardEst methods [9, 14, 22, 24, 32, 35,
54–56, 58, 59, 62] have drawn much attention due to their superior
accuracy [18, 46, 50]. The prosperity of theseCardEst research work
naturally raises a question: Could we replace traditional methods in
ByteHouse with state-of-the-art learning-based methods to get more
accurate cardinality estimation, thereby enhancing query optimiza-
tion? After a deep survey of the learned methods, we identify three

1The theoretical lower bound of Q-Error is 1.
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Table 1: Estimation Errors of Traditional CardEst Methods in ByteHouse

IMDB STATS AEOLUS

CardEst

50% 90% 99% 50% 90% 99% 50% 90% 99%

COUNT Est. 3.06 1145 1 · 106 493 3 · 104 3 · 107 7.45 3 · 106 8 · 106
NDV Est. 15 984 3 · 104 134 1 · 104 6 · 104 598 4912 2 · 104

challenges of integrating learning-based CardEst estimators into
the existing architecture of ByteHouse: (1) How to discern the ap-
propriate models that balance precision and practicability? Although
the academic community has proposed numerous learned CardEst
methods, most focus on improving accuracy. The overarching objec-
tive of ByteCard is estimation accuracy and enhancing ByteHouse’s
end-to-end query performance with a sustainable resource. (2) How
to manage the training process and integrate the inference algorithms
of these models in the query processing? Considering the constraints
on system resources and the imperative not to disrupt customers’
online queries, conducting training directly on large-scale data vol-
umes stored in ByteHouse is impractical. Furthermore, deploying
existing inference algorithms within multi-threaded query process-
ing environments poses another challenge. (3) How to utilize the
models’ estimation to enable enhanced query optimization for Byte-
House? Identifying optimization strategies in ByteHouse that suffer
from inaccurate cardinality estimation and applying precise esti-
mations from ByteCard for enhanced query optimization presents
a non-trivial challenge.

In this paper, we present ByteCard, an enhanced CardEst frame-
work designed to integrate learning-based methods into ByteHouse
seamlessly. To balance precision and practicality, ByteCard meticu-
lously considers the inference latency, model size, and training/up-
dating overhead when selecting CardEst models for different opti-
mization strategies in ByteHouse. Then, ByteCard introduces an
inference engine to ease the integration of inference algorithms
for different models. Moreover, the engine could also help iden-
tify inference algorithms’ immutable data structures, which would
further avoid data races and enable high-currency inference invoca-
tions in the multi-thread query processing environment. In addition,
ByteCard also proposes a dedicated service for isolated training
to ensure no disruption on the online queries. Furthermore, Byte-
Card employs auxiliary modules for discreet model loading and
estimation-accuracy monitoring to sustain its effectiveness. Con-
sequently, by leveraging ByteCard’s cardinality estimation within
ByteHouse’s optimization strategies, the query processing has been
notably speeded up. Presently, ByteCard is responsible for mil-
lions of cardinality estimations within ByteHouse’s online clusters,
providing substantial benefits to various analytical workloads.

ByteCard is remarkably designed with adaptability, paving the
way for future advancements in learning-based technology that
extend beyond cardinality estimation. As a pioneer in integrating
learning-based cardinality estimators into a production-scale data
warehouse, ByteCard demonstrates the immense potential of ma-
chine learning to enhance query optimization and datamanagement
in large-scale systems.

In summary, our main contributions are listed as follows:

• We introduce ByteCard, a framework designed to integrate
learning-based CardEst methods in ByteDance’s industrial
data warehouse, ByteHouse. The framework features a care-
fully crafted inference abstraction and a specialized training

service, which facilitate the integration of selected models
from multiple candidates.

• The precise cardinality estimates provided by ByteCard
are employed to augment multiple optimization strategies
within ByteHouse, thereby improving its query processing
performance.

• We share lessons derived from the design, development,
and deployment experience of ByteCard, along with our
future efforts to integrate more learning-based techniques
to further augment ByteHouse’s query optimization.

2 RELATEDWORK

Learning-Based CardEstMethods:The research community has
proposed a diverse set of learned models [9, 14, 22, 32, 34, 54–
56, 62] for both COUNT and COUNT-DISTINCT estimation. Based on
recent studies [18, 62], they can be broadly classified into query-
driven and data-driven methods. The ML-based query-driven meth-
ods [14, 24, 32, 45] typically reply on the query workload to make
estimations. They analyze the queries to make predictions about
the data. These methods don’t require access to the actual data, and
estimations are based on query patterns and statistics. In contrast,
the ML-based data-driven methods [22, 52, 56, 58, 59, 62] use ac-
tual data to characterize data distributions. The strength of these
methods lies in their ability to capture and model the underlying
data distributions effectively, which in turn aids in producing ac-
curate cardinality estimates. The predominant models employed
in the field include deep auto-regression [58, 59], Bayesian net-
works [56], and Sum-Product Networks [22, 62]. Another notable
model, RBX2 [54], offers a workload-independent approach for
NDV estimation. Selecting the most suitable models for ByteCard’s
requirements is a crucial focus (details of which will be provided in
Section 3).
ML-enhanced Components of Databases:Recent academic and
industry efforts have focused on harnessing machine learning to
boost database system performance. SageDB [12] is a data analytics
prototype that utilizes learned components to self-tune for opti-
mal performance across various datasets and queries, focusing on
machine learning techniques like partial materialized views and
global optimization algorithms. Bourbon [11], a learned index for
LSM trees, uses piecewise linear regression for key distribution
learning to enhance the lookup efficiency. It also offers guidance
for integrating learned indexes into LSM trees tailored to specific
levels and workloads. Xindex [49] is a concurrent ordered index
optimized for quick queries, employing a hierarchical structure
that adapts to real-time workloads, outperforming traditional index
structures in efficiency. OpenGauss [30] integrates machine learn-
ing for various self-management tasks, including query rewriting,
cost estimation, and plan generation. Auto-WLM [37] is a recent ma-
chine learning-based workload management system implemented
in Amazon Redshift [2], which dynamically schedules workloads

2Derived from the initials of the surnames of the first three authors.
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and adjusts to changes, using local query performance models to
enhance overall cluster performance. We posit that ByteCard rep-
resents the first instance of integrating learning-based cardinality
estimation models into an industrial data warehouse system.

3 BACKGROUND AND MODEL CHOICES

This section begins with an architectural overview of ByteHouse,
followed by an analysis of current optimization strategies hindered
by the weakness of traditional cardinality estimation methods.
Lastly, we thoroughly discuss our selection process for ByteCard’s
learned CardEst models.
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Figure 1: The Architecture of ByteHouse

3.1 Overview of ByteHouse

First, we present an overview of ByteHouse’s architecture and
optimization strategies. Then, we highlight the limitations imposed
by suboptimal cardinality estimations.

3.1.1 Architecture. As shown in 1, ByteHouse employs an archi-
tecture that separates storage from computation, encompassing
three discrete layers: service, computing, and storage. This modular
structure facilitates a clear division of responsibilities, enhancing
scalability and efficiency within the system. The service layer parses
queries, optimizes execution plans, and dispatches tasks to comput-
ing nodes. The computing layer dynamically allocates resources
and executes query operators. The storage layer consists of a dis-
tributed key-value store for managing metadata and a distributed
file system for storing business data. Core components include the
Resource Manager, which orchestrates the allocation of computing
resources; the Time Oracle, which ensures synchronized computa-
tion operations; the Data Ingestor, which manages data flow from
multiple sources; and the Daemon Manager, which manages the
lifecycle of background tasks. In addition, ByteHouse utilizes other
widely adopted techniques in modern data warehouses, includ-
ing Massively Parallel Processing (MPP), columnar storage, and
vectorized execution.

3.1.2 Optimization Strategies Hindered by Inaccurate Cardinality

Estimation. Numerous optimization strategies have been developed
across the three layers to deliver fast performance for its customers.
Among these strategies, the classical ones encompass sideways
information passing (SIP) [23], magic set rewriting [40], and late
materialization [1, 42]. Nonetheless, the efficacy of these strategies

is constrained by the inaccuracies of traditional CardEst methods.
We explore two examples in the following discussions.
Materialization Strategies: During query processing, material-
ization in column-based database systems like ByteHouse involves
converting data from a columnar format to a row-based tuple. Re-
garding materialization strategies, ByteHouse favors the approach
of early materialization, wherein tuples are generated early in the
query plan, owing to its simplicity and common use [42, 47].

ByteHouse initially adopted a one-stage reader approach for
early materialization. This method involves scanning and process-
ing queried columns in one pass, applying all necessary predicates
simultaneously. The method is effective for non-selective predicates
as it concurrently reduces per-tuple processing by handling entire
column blocks. However, it becomes less efficient with highly selec-
tive predicates, where only a small subset of tuples require further
processing, resulting in the construction of many unused tuples and,
thus, unnecessary overhead. Consequently, accurate selectivity es-
timation becomes crucial in optimizing the materialization strategy.
Traditional CardEst methods often struggle to provide satisfactory
estimations, particularly with small samples, and are less adept at
detecting cross-column correlations than learned methods.
Aggregation Processing: As a frequent operation in data ware-
houses, aggregation processing typically necessitates using an in-
memory hash table to track the distinct values of the aggregation
key. Effectively managing this hash table often involves address-
ing the challenge of incrementally increasing distinct key values.
This resizing, which requires allocating larger memory blocks and
rehashing entries, is resource-intensive due to the consumption
of significant CPU and memory. In specific business applications
of ByteHouse, we observe that frequent early-stage resizings in-
troduce notable overhead, adversely affecting the performance of
aggregation processing.

To address this issue, the current strategy employed by Byte-
House is to cache the size of hash tables of previous queries. How-
ever, this method is effective only for identical repeat queries and
would become rapidly obsolete due to massive data updates. An
alternative approach is to reduce the frequency of resizing by accu-
rately estimating the initial size requirement of the hash table. Con-
sidering the prevalent ad-hoc queries from ByteHouse’s customers,
a highly accurate NDV estimator could be pivotal in minimizing
the frequent resizings requirement.

3.2 CardEstModel Choice

Selecting the most suitable CardEst models from the diverse op-
tions available is a crucial challenge for ByteCard, particularly in
effectively integrating them into ByteHouse’s existing architecture.
The ideal models for pragmatic integration must fulfill the follow-
ing criteria: 1) they should offer higher accuracy in cardinality
estimates than traditional methods in most scenarios; 2) given the
limited resources dedicated to cardinality estimation within the
broader context of query optimization, the training process should
be resource-efficient; and 3) the inference mechanism needs to be
efficient enough to avoid excessively lengthening query execution
times. After rigorous analysis and evaluation, ByteCard has strate-
gically chosen three learned CardEst models, each optimized for
specific query optimization scenarios of ByteHouse.
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3.2.1 Choice for COUNT CardEst Models. Query-driven models
such as MSCN [24], which necessitate extensive logging and evalu-
ation of query sub-expressions for training, are resource-intensive
and would lead to an expansion of ByteHouse’s logs. As these
models are specific to certain workloads, they might diminish ef-
fectiveness with data changes, which is a commonly observed phe-
nomenon due to ByteHouse’s frequent data updates. Therefore,
query-driven methods are considered impractical for ByteHouse’s
requirements.

Alternatively, data-driven methods focus on learning data distri-
butions through advanced unsupervised machine learning models.
However, these models are often complex, challenging to train and
maintain and struggle to adapt to rapid data updates in ByteHouse.
BayesCard [56] offers a solution with its tree-structured Bayesian
networks (BNs), effectively addressing single-table COUNT esti-
mations. These networks stand out for their advantages of high
accuracy, efficient training, small model size, quick inference, and
adaptability to data changes [18].

However, to handle join-size estimation, most of the data-driven
methods [22, 52, 56, 58, 62], including BayesCard, hold the de-
sign philosophy to understand the distribution of the joined tables,
imposing a non-trivial overhead for model training. Besides, de-
normalizing will add extra columns to facilitate later inference. The
number of extra columns will expand rapidly as the number of join
conditions increases. This is not affordable inside ByteHouse as our
users generally maintain thousands of tables with terabytes of data.
Therefore, we decided to adopt a recent approach FactorJoin [55]
for join queries. It naturally supports using the Bayesian Networks
as simple-table cardinality estimation and requires almost no addi-
tional training overhead. Specifically, in the offline training phase,
FactorJoin creates specialized buckets on the join key values (i.e.,
join-bucket), and builds Bayesian Networks to understand the corre-
lations among filter columns and join keys within a single table. In
the inference phase, FactorJoin first dynamically constructs a factor
graph [33], which is derived from the join relationships specified
in the query. Then, it integrates the related single-table Bayesian
Networks and join-buckets and applies inference on this graph to
estimate the cardinality bounds accurately. FactorJoin is practical
to be implemented in ByteCard. It stems from its efficient training
process and its demonstrable superiority in estimation accuracy
and inference speed compared to other methods [55].

3.2.2 Choice for COUNT-DISTINCT CardEst Models. The COUNT-
DISTINCT (NDV) CardEst methods can be classified into sketch-
based and sampling-based categories. However, both of them face
challenges when dealing with small samples. The commonly used
sketch-based estimator HyperLogLog (HLL) [15, 19] has no theoret-
ical guarantees for sampled data and requires a full dataset scan for
accurate estimation, which makes it an impractical approach for
ByteHouse’s columnar storage. Moreover, frequent data updates re-
duce the effectiveness of old sketches. Meanwhile, the sample-based
estimators [5, 6] often rely on specific heuristics or data assump-
tions, which might not generally apply to diverse datasets. Their
robustness is compromised as the foundational assumptions are
prone to breakdown.

The learning-based NDV estimator proposed in [9] adopts a
supervised learning framework, also requiring the collection of

true NDV from a significant number of online queries for each
workload. Alternatively, RBX [54] innovatively treats NDV as a
standard data property akin to mean and standard deviation and
aims to derive a “closed”-formula of NDV calculation. This approach
opts for a neural network to learn this formula because it can ap-
proximate any continuous function. This estimator exhibits robust
performance across a spectrum of workloads and maintains efficacy
across different sampling rates, fulfilling the accuracy criterion. The
workload-independent nature guarantees one training process can
serve a wide range of workloads and aligns with the resource cri-
terion. Moreover, the neural network designed by RBX has a few
network layers, enabling ByteCard to conduct efficient inference
within ByteHouse’s query processing. Therefore, ByteCard chooses
RBX as its learned-based NDV estimator.

3.2.3 Validation & Summary for Model Choices. To ascertain the
efficacy of our model selection for ByteCard, we translated Byte-
House’s cardinality estimation requirements into SQL queries when
processing the workloads from the IMDB, STATS, and AEOLUS
datasets. Then, we trained different models on the three datasets
offline. The performance of these models was evaluated using the
above queries, with the Q-Error results detailed in Table 2. This
evaluation underscores the effectiveness of selected models, espe-
cially notable at the 99% quantile, where learned-based methods
demonstrate significant benefits.

Subsequently, we investigate the scalability of training time and
model size across diverse datasets for various candidate models.
To validate our model choice3, we conduct the comparative eval-
uation of training time and model size between different datasets.
We select MSCN as the benchmark query-driven model alongside
three data-driven models. The last model, adopted by ByteCard,
utilizes BNs for simple-table estimations and FactorJoin for join-
size estimations. The training configurations for all models adhere
to their papers’ default specifications. Specifically, for FactorJoin’s
bucket strategy, we opt for equi-height buckets with a total count
of 200. From the results in Table 3, we can see that the training
time of MSCN consistently exceeds that of other models across var-
ious datasets. Note that this time does not include the computation
time of true cardinalities as training objectives. This observation
underscores the impracticality of query-driven models for core ap-
plications like cardinality estimation. Among data-driven models,
DeepDB [22] and BayesCard [56] exhibit longer training times and
larger model sizes, attributed to their denormalization strategy for
join-size estimation. Conversely, ByteCard leverages simple-table
models and captures join-key distributions using join-buckets and
factor graphs, effectively reducing training overhead and model
size while preserving high-accuracy estimations.
Summary: ByteCard adopts a lightweight Bayesian network for
each table in ByteHouse’ database to estimate single-table COUNT
cardinalities. It then integrates the single-table models using Factor-
Join for precise join-size estimation. Furthermore, ByteCard utilizes
the workload-independent RBXmethod for NDV estimation, where

3Given that RBX adheres to a universal model paradigm, its training algorithm will not
be assessed in this phase. Further analysis on RBX’s approach to addressing anomalies
(i.e., RBX produces NDV estimations with relatively large Q-Errors) will be detailed in
Section 6.2.2.
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Table 2: Estimation Errors of Learned CardEst Methods in ByteCard
IMDB STATS AEOLUS

CardEst

50% 90% 99% 50% 90% 99% 50% 90% 99%

COUNT Est. 1.14 4.82 425 1.47 8.03 4026 1.3 3.57 7491
NDV Est. 3.67 191 392 2.93 362 517 3.8 133 934

Table 3: The Training Time and Model Size between Different CardEstModels

MSCN DeepDB BayesCard ByteCard (BN+FactorJoin)

Measure

IMDB STATS AEOLUS IMDB STATS AEOLUS IMDB STATS AEOLUS IMDB STATS AEOLUS

Training Time (Min) 41 34 45 78 113 145 33 27 31 7 13 11
Model Size (MB) 3.9 2.8 7.3 43 162 201 2.4 6.1 6.5 4.3 2.3 3.2

a single model from one offline training process suffices for most
estimation scenarios.

4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF BYTECARD
In this section, we first outline the foundational design principles
of ByteCard, followed by an in-depth exploration of each mod-
ule within ByteHouse, detailing their architecture and operational
mechanisms.

4.1 Design Principles

When developing ByteCard to optimize ByteHouse’s query process-
ing, we emphasize its practicability, which requires reducing com-
putational overhead and ensuring efficient use of learned CardEst
models. Moreover, we preserve ByteCard’s flexibility to facilitate
the integration of new CardEst models and broaden the frame-
work to include more query optimization aspects, including cost
estimation.

The architecture of ByteCard is shown in Fig. 2. To fulfill the
objectives described above, ByteCard introduces two core modules,
i.e., a high-level program abstraction known as Inference Engine
and a standalone service called ModelForge Service, alongside aux-
iliary modules, to keep ByteCard’s efficiency and efficacy while
safeguarding ByteHouse’s stability.

The Inference Engine is the central hub for deploying inference
algorithms of CardEst models. It aims to simplify the integration
process for inference algorithms in the multi-threaded environ-
ments of query processing. TheModelForge Service is meticulously
designed to focus on the iterative development for training and the
models’ management, ensuring their accuracy and reliability. In
addition to the core components, auxiliary modules are developed
to provide other necessary supports, including theModel Loader
andModel Monitor. TheModel Loader is responsible for efficiently
loading and updating models across the large-scale cluster. At the
same time, the Model Monitor pays attention to the model quality
and accuracy, triggering updates and fine-tuning if necessary. These
components collectively guarantee the efficient functioning of the
Inference Engine and ModelForge Service, , which further provide
strong support for the effectiveness of ByteCard framework and
the stability of ByteHouse.

4.2 Inference Engine

As shown in Fig 3, the Inference Engine provides high-level inter-
faces for communication with ByteCard’s internal modules and
the integration with ByteHouse’s query processing. With this en-
gine, ByteHouse can accelerate its query processing by harnessing
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Figure 2: The Architecture of ByteCard
the precise estimations provided by the advanced learning-based
CardEst models.

4.2.1 Interact with other modules. As each model in our framework
possesses distinct structures and serializationmethods, this requires
designing the loadModel interface such that the deserialization pro-
cedure for various models can be effectively encapsulated. This
interface is usually invoked byModel Loader, a background pro-
cess responsible for loading CardEst models from the cloud-based
storage. From the perspective of ByteHouse’s Daemon Manager,
the Model Loader operates similarly to other background tasks,
such as the LSM-tree’s compaction task [7, 36] in ByteHouse’s stor-
age layer. Then, the Daemon Manager assigns resources to these
loading tasks similarly, except for the strategy of task triggering.
In contrast to the complex strategies utilized for LSM-tree’s com-
paction, our approach employs a timestamp-based approach for
loading the up-to-date model. Consequently, ByteCard guarantees
only models with the most recent timestamp are considered for
loading and updating. In the current configuration, models are
scheduled for loading at a default interval of one hour unlessModel
Monitor detects that the performance of models is decreased due
to the shift of data distribution.

Upon loading amodel intomemory, theModel Validator employs
its validate interface to evaluate the model’s validity. This step is
crucial for preventing potential crashes during actual inference (i.e.,
executing the estimate interface) in the query processing of Byte-
House. The validation process involves two primary checks: the
size checker and the health detector. The size checker regulates the
size of individual models and the total size of all the loaded models
to prevent excessive memory usage in ByteHouse. To avoid the case
in which one table’s model occupies too much memory, ByteCard
will refuse to load a model if its size is too large. Moreover, when the
cumulative size exceeds a predetermined threshold, ByteCard em-
ploys an LRU strategy to prioritize and retain the most frequently
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1 template <typename T>

2 class CardEstInferenceEngine {

3 // Load a CardEst model

4 bool loadModel(String modelPath);

5
6 // Validate model legitimacy

7 bool validate ();

8
9 // Initialize inference context

10 void initContext ();

11
12 // Featurize a SQL query into a vector

13 FeatureVector featurizeSQLQuery(String sqlQuery);

14
15 // Featurize an abstract syntax tree into a vector

16 FeatureVector featurizeAST(AbstractSyntaxTree ast);

17
18 // Perform CardEst inference using a feature vector

19 double estimate(FeatureVector featVec);

20 };

Figure 3: The APIs of Inference Engine

used models. The health detector is responsible for maintaining the
models’ healthy state. For example, in the case of Bayesian Net-
works, the detector employs a cyclic detection method to verify the
structural legitimacy of the model, ensuring its structure conforms
to a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).

After the model is validated successfully, the subsequent step in-
volves employing initContext to establish the programming context
for inference algorithms, thereby preparing the model for estima-
tion in the query processing. This interface enables the initialization
of immutable data structures extracted from the inference algo-
rithms, ensuring these structures remain read-only within each
query thread. This approach allows the algorithms to be executed
lock-free, thereby achieving high-concurrency inference.

4.2.2 APIs for Integration with ByteHouse’s Query Processing. The
Inference Engine offers two kinds of APIs for integration with
ByteHouse: one for final estimation (via the estimate interface)
and the other for featurization (via the featurizeSQLQuery and
featurizeAST interfaces). The final estimation is contingent upon a
feature vector from the featurization phase. The specific inference
algorithms of each CardEst model can be implemented by their
own probability calculations or matrix operations in this interface.

The featurization interface is orthogonal to the inference algo-
rithms. Its primary role is to capture the features of ByteHouse’s
query-related data structures. To facilitate this, two APIs are pro-
vided for ByteHouse: One for featurization of SQL queries and the
other for featurization of the abstract syntax tree (AST) produced
by the ByteHouse’s analyzer. SQL-based featurization is designed
for easy integration with emerging inference algorithms developed
by the research community, as these algorithms usually develop
featurization methods directly based on SQL queries. This inter-
face is handy for rapid proof-of-concept evaluation. Alternative
featurization, which leverages AST structures, is more effective in
extracting richer features, including syntactic structures.

Nonetheless, modern database systems often utilize non-standard
in-memory AST structures, leading to a lack of portability. We sug-
gest that each system should develop a dedicated implementation of
inference algorithms tailored to its AST structure. This customiza-
tion would greatly help maximize the utility of learning-based
CardEst models, facilitating more precise cardinality estimations
for the system.

4.3 ModelForge Service

TheModelForge Service is introduced to encapsulate the training
algorithms of learning-based CardEst models into a standalone
service, which facilitates the automatic training process for dif-
ferent models. The initial models for existing database tables in
ByteHouse are trained on the online sampled data, with the sam-
pling process strategically scheduled during low-activity periods
within the ByteHouse cluster.

Whenever the data updates appear, ByteHouse’s Data Ingestor
signals the service with relevant data consumption information,
which is essential for the subsequent update of the models. For
Apache Hive, these messages include table schema, data format,
and location. Apache Kafka contains topic names, data formats,
and offset details. The training phase begins only after gathering
sufficient data from these upstream sources and storing them in
its dedicated cloud storage. This process involves data sampling
and model training, after which the updated model is stored in a
designated location, accessible for later loading byModel Loader.
The data used for training is automatically purged after a predefined
period, ensuring efficient data management.

The decision to develop a standalone service for running training
algorithms on upstream data is driven by three factors: 1) Continu-
ous sampling and training operations directly on the data stored
within ByteHouse’s storage layer would be resource-intensive and
might risk impairing the performance of online customer queries.
2) This dedicated service enables ByteCard to easily incorporate
the latest training algorithms of CardEst models from the research
community. 3) Despite the diversity of customer queries, the un-
derlying data distribution tends to be relatively stable, allowing
models trained on updated data to reflect the overall distributions
accurately.

Within ModelForge Service, two primary tasks exist: routine
training for COUNT CardEst models and occasional fine-tuning for
COUNT-DISTINCT CardEst models. The regular training of COUNT
CardEst models per table involves structural learning using the
Chow-Liu tree algorithm [8], which aims at developing effective
tree-structured models. This is followed by parameter learning
based on the Expectation Maximization (EM) [13] applied to the es-
tablished structure. In addition, the fine-tuning of COUNT-DISTINCT
CardEstmodels for individual columns is designed to adjust the pre-
trained RBX model to some specific columns in which the original
parameters are less effective. During this process, the model learns
the unique features of the particular columns while preserving its
ability to conduct effective NDV estimation in general scenarios.

To enhance the efficacy of CardEst methods,ModelForge Ser-
vice facilitates the specialized training for individual table shards,
especially when the data distribution varies notably across differ-
ent shards. This process requires the training service to obtain the
shard keys and functions, segment the training data accordingly,
and then train unique models specifically for each shard.

4.4 Auxiliary Modules

4.4.1 Model Preprocessor. This module performs data preprocess-
ing in ByteHouse’s query analyzer and optimizer, further aiding the
training and inference processes of different CardEst models. The
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key steps consist of the column selection for training, preliminary
type-mapping, and join-pattern collection.

The column selection excludes columns with complex types such
as the Array andMap, which are beyond the processing capabili-
ties of current CardEst models. The preliminary type-mapping is
tailored to convert the database type of each selected column into
formats compatible with machine learning algorithms. For example,
machine learning often uses types like Binary, Categorical, and
Continuous. The resultant information from the above two steps is
recorded in a system table named model_preprocessor_info. The
ModelForge Service then accesses this table to retrieve some essen-
tial information (such as which columns to read) and uses the type
mapping to conduct the actual training.

The final step, join-pattern collection, involves gathering join
schemas (such as identifiable joinable columns) using ByteHouse’s
analyzer. This process is critical in industrial data warehouses like
ByteHouse, where customers are not required to define Primary
Key-Foreign Key (PK-FK) relationships during table creation. This
practice increases the flexibility of business analytics. For multi-
table CardEst models, the join pattern serves as a crucial input for
the training process, as these models are required to capture the
joint distribution of the join keys.

4.4.2 Model Monitor. As a robust industrial-level system with nu-
merous internal customers, ByteHouse prioritizes query perfor-
mance and system stability. To uphold ByteHouse’s stability, Byte-
Card includes a Model Monitor to assess the quality of CardEst
models produced by ModelForge Service, ensuring that subpar
models do not impede query processing.

Following the model-evaluation approach from [18],Model Mon-
itor automatically generates test queries for COUNT and COUNT-
DISTINCT estimation with multiple predicates. These queries are
then executed by ByteHouse to obtain true cardinalities, enabling
the Model Monitor to make estimations and compute Q-Errors for
CardEst models. Models are retained only if their Q-Error is below
a certain threshold. If the models cannot meet this standard, Byte-
Card reverts to traditional methods for estimating the cardinality of
the affected tables, ensuring consistent performance and reliability.

Note that Model Monitor is configured to assess only the single-
table COUNT CardEst models, and the multi-table models are ex-
cluded. This is due to the substantial computational resources that
online ByteHouse clusters need to calculate true join sizes in Q-
Error evaluation. Given that the multi-table model (FactorJoin) used
by ByteCard relies on single-table models for join-size estimation,
monitoring the performance of single-table models indirectly con-
tributes to the oversight of multi-table model estimations. This
approach ensures efficient resource utilization while maintaining
the accuracy and reliability of single and multi-table cardinality
estimations in ByteCard.

5 MODEL INTEGRATION

This section elaborates on integrating CardEst models into the
ByteCard framework. The models’ training algorithms are devel-
oped in Python within theModelForge Service to avoid affecting
ByteHouse’s online query processing. Due to Python’s limitations
in multi-threaded environments, particularly the Global Interpreter
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Figure 4: The Single-Table BN Model with its CPDs

Lock (GIL) issue [3], ByteCard employs C++ for deploying infer-
ence algorithms. This choice aligns with ByteHouse’s development
language and ensures algorithms’ efficient usage in multi-threaded
environments.

5.1 The Single-Table COUNTModel

We employ the tree-based Bayesian Networks (BN) as our single-
tablemodel forCOUNT cardinality estimation. A tree-based Bayesian
network is a probabilistic graphical model representing a set of
variables and their conditional dependencies via a tree structure.
ByteCard utilizes this model to capture the joint probability distri-
butions across table columns. In this model, each node represents a
random variable (corresponding to a table column in the context of
CardEst), and each edge denotes the conditional dependencies be-
tween these variables, which are encapsulated by structures known
as the conditional probability distributions (CPDs). In ByteCard,
the CPDs are represented as 1D vectors or 2D matrices.

Figure 4 depicts a distilled BN model trained from a business
table in an online ByteHouse cluster for analyzing the advertising
placement strategy. The columns of the table are structured as a
tree hierarchy, with Target Platform as the root node and Content
Type as a child node, which is dependent on the Target Platform.
This tree structure is reflective of practical scenarios within the
domain. The adjacent CPDs depicts the dependence between those
columns. The CPD of Target Platform is a 1D vector, while the CPD
of Content Type and Target Platform are 2D matrices to capture
the probabilistic relationships between the columns.

The inference algorithm for single-table cardinality estimation
is based on the variable elimination (VE) [25], a technique for sim-
plifying inference procedures on complex networks. Deploying VE
technique for BNs requires avoiding potential data races in multi-
threaded environments. To address this issue, ByteCard proposes
to shift two key procedures to the initContext interface, which are:
(1) Root Identification: The VE algorithm begins at the root and

progresses towards the leaves, involving a message passing
down the tree to update probability distributions at each level.
In ByteCard, the root of the tree-based model serves as the
starting point of the VE process.
By identifying the root of each model as an immutable struc-
ture in the initContext interface, then instead of applying a
global lock for the entire model, we can prevent data races
between each query thread and enable high-concurrency in-
ference invocations in the multi-thread environments of query
processing.
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(2) CPD Indexing: The execution of single-table model inference,
conducted via the estimate interface, requires frequent accesses
to the probability values in the CPDs. Typically, the CPDs are
located in the tree structure’s nodes, but the tree’s repeated
traversal to access CPDs during inference is inefficient. To ad-
dress this issue, the tree structures with CPDs are transformed
into an array indexed according to the nodes’ topological order.
This array also records the information of nodes’ children for
easy reference. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the root node Target
Platform is assigned an index of 1, with subsequent indices
reflecting the topological order of its children. In contrast, the
leaf node Duration is assigned an index of 6. This indexing
mechanism, integrated within the initContext interface, en-
ables direct access to any CPD by its index, thereby eliminating
the need for repeated traversal through the tree structure.

5.2 The Multi-Table COUNT Model

ByteCard selects the model FactorJoin for multi-table COUNT es-
timation. It combines single-table models and “join-buckets” to
estimate the join query sizes accurately. FactorJoin employs an
approach that integrates single-table models to analyze join key
distributions, which subsequently partitions the joint domain of
these keys into discrete buckets. The framework then utilizes a
factor graph model to encapsulate these keys within a probabilistic
graphical paradigm, which further facilitates the computation of
an upper limit on the join sizes.

To integrate FactorJoin’s inference algorithm, invoking the init-
Context interface of each relevant single-table model during the
initialization phase is essential. Beyond the join-pattern collection
conducted by the Model Preprocessor as mentioned in Section 4.4,
ByteCard develops two key strategies for FactorJoin:
(1) Join-Bucket Construction: An additional task for the Model

Preprocessor is the creation of “join-buckets” for FactorJoin.
These buckets are vital for enabling join-size inference on the
factor graph. By leveraging the join schema collected earlier
and the equi-height histograms in ByteHouse ’s optimizer,
Model Preprocessor can construct “join-buckets” based on the
joint domain values of all join-keys.

(2) Distribution-Dimension Reduction: A standard fact table
is quite common in business scenarios, where one table has
several join-keys. Inference on the factor graph needs to main-
tain the joint distribution of these join-keys. Thus, excessive
join-keys in a single table would lead to high distribution di-
mensionality and increased inference complexity. To address
this issue, FactorJoin proposes a technique that explores the
causality patterns between these join-keys with a tree prob-
abilistic structure, such that the dimensionality of the joint
distribution can be effectively reduced. To apply this tech-
nique, ByteCard leverages the same training procedure as the
Chow-Liu algorithm in ModelForge Service. This approach
for distribution dimensionality greatly enhances ByteCard’s
integration efficacy and lowers the inference complexity of
factor table-related join-size estimation.

5.3 The COUNT-DISTINCT CardEst Model

ByteCard has chosen RBX as its NDV estimator, which employs a
seven-network layer training on the general feature called “frequency-
profile” of NDV estimation. The “frequency profile” is a compact
representation of the frequency distribution of distinct values cal-
culated based on a sample of column data. Although training RBX
from the ground up is time-consuming, it usually does not require
retraining when facing new workloads. Upon completion of the
training, the model weights can be stored in the cloud storage.

To integrate RBX into our framework, ByteCard loads the neural
network architecture of RBX into memory during the startup of
ByteHouse. Subsequently, the Model Monitor is responsible for
loading the RBX model parameters through the initContext inter-
face, which ensures that ByteCard retains RBX’s seven-layer neural
network architecture. Unlike the frequent loading of Bayesian Net-
work (BN) parameters, the RBX model weights are loaded with
a comparatively lower frequency. This practice is justified by the
broad effectiveness of RBX parameters across various scenarios due
to the model’s workload-independent properties.

The RBX’s featurization process notably involves computing the
important feature “frequency-profile”. Calculating the “frequency
profile” is a computationally intensive task significantly impact-
ing the overall inference process of RBX. In specific optimization
scenarios of query processing where real-time NDV estimation is
crucial, creating a “frequency profile” is critical to efficiently provid-
ing accurate NDV estimates to ByteHouse. Section 6.2 delves into
a specific estimation scenario to apply RBX’s estimation, shedding
light on the refinement of “frequency-profile” computation. After
feature extraction, the central inference computation within the
estimate interface entails matrix multiplication operations upon
the neural network.

6 ENHANCED QUERY OPTIMIZATION

This section shows how ByteHouse leverages the accurate cardinal-
ity estimations from ByteCard to enhance its query optimization.
While the discussion is limited to only two scenarios, ByteCard has
the potential to offer broader benefits.

6.1 The Cases for Materialization Strategy

We enhanced ByteHouse’s previous strategy by introducing a multi-
stage reader approach. In contrast to the single-stage reader that
retrieves columns and applies predicate filtering in one pass, this
method incrementally constructs tuples through sequential filtering
and appending columns. To accommodate diverse business scenar-
ios, ByteHouse now simultaneously utilizes single- and multi-stage
strategies. This integration with ByteCard enables the material-
ization strategies to significantly reduce I/O costs during query
processing. At last, we will discuss how join-order selection affects
the efficiency of materialization strategies.

6.1.1 Column-Order Selection in Multi-Stage Reader. In the multi-
stage reader, the order in which the required columns are accessed
is crucial. Specifically, it is beneficial to prioritize highly selective
columns to minimize I/O overhead in later stages. The strength of
learned CardEst models is their capability to capture cross-column
correlations, which is challenging for traditional histogram-based
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methods. Although the independent storage of each column in Byte-
House might suggest that cross-column correlations are negligible,
this assumption is incorrect in certain cases.

Example 6.1. Assume, for contradiction, that the selection order of
columns, despite their cross-column correlations, has no substantial
effect on I/O overhead. Consider an instance where filters are set
as col1 > 0 AND col2 > 0 AND col3 > 0, with col1 independent of
col2 and col3, which are strongly correlated (col2 = col3 + 2). This
assumption leads to prob(col2 > 0) <= prob(col2 > -2) = prob(col3 >

0). Assuming prob(col1 > 0)=0.7, prob(col2 > 0)=0.6 and prob(col3

> 0) = 0.8, a straightforward selectivity estimation would prioritize
col2->col1->col3. However, prob(col2 > 0 AND col3 > 0) = prob(col2>0)

< prob(col1 > 0), suggesting that reading col2 and col3 before col1
would minimize I/Os. This contradicts our initial assumption, proving
that the order of column access, especially considering cross-column
correlations, critically impacts I/O overhead. Therefore, accounting
for these correlations and optimizing the access order of columns is
essential to maximize the effectiveness of learned CardEst models.

To exploit the power of learned CardEst, estimating the selec-
tivity of column combinations with diverse predicates is necessary.
This incurs additional overhead due to the need to enumerate all
read column orders. However, imposing constraints on the enumer-
ation process could help mitigate this overhead. For example, we
can early-stop the process if the selectivity of the current generated
combination exceeds a predefined threshold. This constraint allows
us to ease the enumeration process while leveraging the benefits of
learned CardEst models.

6.1.2 Dynamical Decision of Reader Selection. The complexity of
complex analytical workloads highlights that no single materializa-
tion strategy is universally optimal. While the multi-stage reader
could effectively reduce unnecessary read I/Os and performs well in
most cases, it has been observed that for specific customer queries,
the multi-stage reader might incur significantly more I/Os than
its single-stage counterpart. These scenarios often occur when the
predicates are non-selective, requiring processing a large portion
of the dataset across different stages.

To optimally select the appropriate materialization strategy for a
given query, ByteHouse utilizes ByteCard’s cardinality estimation
to compute the query’s overall selectivity. The single-table CardEst
model (i.e., tree-based Bayesian network) that we employ proves
more efficient for queries with multiple AND-ed predicates due
to its inherent modeling of joint probability distributions across
columns. In practice,ByteCard uses the inclusion-exclusion principle
to transform OR-ed queries to AND-ed formats before calculating
selectivities. ByteHouse opts for the single-stage reader when a
query’s overall selectivity is high (e.g., < 0.15); otherwise, it defaults
to the multi-stage reader.

6.1.3 Join-Order Selection. The efficiency of materialization strate-
gies in handling multi-table join queries critically depends on the
join orders, which affects the decision on whether to materialize
tuples before or after applying the join operation in the query
plan [1]. Early join operations containing large tables necessitate
in-memory tuple materialization, which consumes substantial time
and resources.

As discussed in Section 3, ByteCard employs FactorJoin for join
size estimation, thereby avoiding the join-uniformity assumption.
Presently, ByteCard utilizes FactorJoin exclusively for estimating
join sizes between base tables, a practice that has already shown
considerable promise in enhancing ByteHouse’s join processing
efficiency through materialization strategies. Enhanced accuracy
in join size estimation enables ByteHouse to optimize join order,
reducing the volume of intermediate results needed for materializa-
tion. This optimization, in turn, lessens CPU and I/O costs linked
to join operations, leading to more efficient join query execution.

6.2 The Cases for Aggregation Processing

The NDV estimation is also essential for optimizing the processing
of a wide range of queries in ByteHouse. This subsection discusses
how ByteCard utilizes RBX estimator to optimize the aggregation
processing in ByteHouse and how to address the estimator’s anoma-
lous cases.

6.2.1 How RBX can help? As Section 3 discusses, resizing hash ta-
bles during aggregation processing could significantly impact query
performance, especially regarding memory management. There-
fore, it is essential to accurately estimate the hash table’s initial size.
Underestimating the initial size can lead to frequent resizing due
to rapid saturation, which degrades performance. Overestimating
the initial size can lead to unnecessary disk spillover or suboptimal
memory utilization.

The estimation of hash table size can benefit from ByteCard’s
learned NDV estimator (i.e., RBX), which adapts to the diverse and
unpredictable data distributions encountered in different scenar-
ios. This approach differs fundamentally from traditional statistics
collection methods used in optimizers, which calculate NDV es-
timations for different columns beforehand. A notable challenge
in hash-table size prediction for aggregation processing is that
columns targeted for aggregation often are subject to user-defined
predicates, making the precomputation of NDVs impractical.

To enable RBX to infer the hash table size accurately, ByteCard
needs to construct a key feature (i.e., sample-profile) in the featur-
ization interface as mentioned in Section 5. To build this feature
for inference, Model Loader loads a small sample (under 10 mil-
lion rows) for each table and converts them into a DataFrame4

format using a high-performance C++ library. This enables effi-
cient filtering and calculation of the sample-profile. Based on the
sample-profile, ByteCard facilitates RBX’s actual inference through
the estimate interface.

6.2.2 Calibration. While the RBX estimator typically offers Byte-
House high-precision estimations, there are cases in specific busi-
ness scenarios where it may underestimate the NDV, mainly when
the actual number of distinct values in a column is exceptionally
high. To address this issue, ByteCard has established a calibra-
tion protocol to fine-tune the estimation of the RBX model. If the
Model Monitor detects inadequate NDV estimations of some spe-
cific columns (e.g., large Q-Errors), it will initiate a fine-tuning
procedure for the problematic column in theModelForge Service.
This procedure augments the original RBX’s training dataset with

4The DataFrame is a mutable two-dimensional table supporting various data types
and labeled axes for streamlined data handling and in-memory analysis.
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sampled data from the problematic columns, alongside additional
synthetic data characterized by high NDVs, and retrains the RBX
model from the established checkpoint that is applicable to general
use cases. For scenarios with exceptionally high NDVs, the fine-
tuning process requires a reduced learning rate and imposes more
significant penalties for underestimations. Once the fine-tuning is
completed, the refined neural network parameters are stored in the
cloud and retrieved by the Model Loader. It is important to note
that these updated parameters are specifically tailored to adjust and
calibrate only the columns that have been identified as problematic.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section evaluates the performance improvements by integrat-
ing ByteCard into ByteHouse, using workloads from academic and
industrial datasets to evaluate ByteCard’s effectiveness. We begin
our evaluation by analyzing how ByteCard enhances the overall
performance metric, specifically, the query latency across various
workloads. This end-to-end evaluation establishes the practical
benefits of the proposed system. Subsequently, we will analyze
the improvement from the perspective of the ByteHouse system,
focusing on aspects like reading I/Os. Finally, we will examine
how ByteCard refines the accuracy of cardinality estimation to
bolster the above systematic metric and provide further insights
into ByteCard’s models.

7.1 Experimental Setup

All experiments were conducted on a large-scale ByteHouse cluster
with the specifications detailed in Table 4.
Datasets. For datasets, we employed two from the academic com-
munity (IMDB [28], STATS [18]) and one from our internal busi-
ness scenario (AEOLUS-1T). The original sizes of the two academic
datasets were relatively small, so we scaled them to 1TB using
the method proposed in [21]. This scaling method preserves the
original data distribution, facilitating the calculation of the true
cardinality and evaluating the algorithm metric, Q-Error.
Workloads.We opted for the JOB-LIGHT workload [24] instead
of the original JOB workload [28] as JOB-LIGHT does not contain
any predicates on strings, which is not a priority for ByteHouse’s
current customers. We then selected the STATS-CEB [18] workload
for the STATS dataset as it is the latest benchmark that is sufficiently
complex to evaluate CardEst methods.

To assess the performance of aggregation processing, we manu-
ally extended the original workloads with additional queries that
reflect practical analytical usage, creating new workloads called
JOB-Hybrid and STATS-Hybrid, respectively. For instance, the ag-
gregation queries for the STATS dataset include an average score
of user posts and several comments per post by year.

For the AEOLUS-1T dataset, we employed a representative work-
load extracted from the online cluster called AEOLUS-Online. This
workload comprises five business tables and encompasses various
join and aggregation queries. The statistical information of the
three workloads is presented in Table 5.

7.2 Query Latency

We compared end-to-end query performance between two tradi-
tional CardEst methods and ByteCard on the three workloads. The

Table 4: Machine and Cluster setup.

CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6230
(CPU @ 2.10GHz and 75 cores)

Memory 300 G
Network 10Gbps Ethernet

OS Debian 9 (Linux Kernel Version 5.4.56)
Cache 55M shared L3 cache
Server 1

Compute-Worker 8
Ingestor-Worker 8

Table 5: Workload Statistics.

JOB-Hybrid STATS-Hybrid AEOLUS-Online
# of queries 100 200 200

# of join templates 23 70 -
# of joined tables 2-5 2-8 2-5
# of group-by keys 1-2 1-2 2-4

range of true cardinality 9 · 103 — 9 · 1012 5.2 · 104 — 4.4 · 1012 7 · 103 — 4.7 · 1011
# of queries hit the max
joined-table 31 6 7
# of queries hit the max
group-by key 11 13 50

first method, inherent to ByteHouse, leverages sketch-based algo-
rithms (Histogram and HyperLogLog) with pre-computed sketches
for each dataset. The second is sample-based, akin to AnalyticDB’s
approach [60]. We standardized sample rates and the degree of par-
allelisms across methods for a fair comparison and disabled query
caching in all experiments to ensure unbiased results.

The results are plotted in Figure 6, with latency normalized
against the highest value in each plot. The figure illustrates the
50th, 75th, 90th, and 99th percentile query latency across three
workloads. For each workload, ByteCard demonstrates the optimal
latency almost at all quantiles. This efficacy is attributed to its
precise estimation capabilities and its integral role in performance-
critical execution paths within ByteHouse, notably in aspects like
materialization strategy and join-order selection.

In the lower latency quantiles, the performance of the sample-
based method is observed to be sub-optimal when compared to
the sketch-based method, with ByteCard exhibiting comparable
efficacy. The suboptimal performance of the sample-based approach
is attributable to its requisite for predicate computation during
real-time sampling. This process incurs significant overhead in the
cardinality estimation stage, a limitation not encountered by the
other two methods.

At higher latency quantiles, ByteCard notably outperforms tra-
ditional methods, with the most substantial improvement evident
in the P99 latency of the STATS-Hybrid workload. This improve-
ment is attributed to ByteCard’s selection of lightweight models,
which provide high-accuracy cardinality estimation and benefit
from an efficient inference procedure enabled by the Inference En-
gine abstraction. The marked enhancement of the STATS workload
is due to its complex data distribution, which challenges traditional
methods to deliver accurate cardinality estimates.

We then focus on the perspective of ByteHouse to understand
how ByteCard improves query latency performance for different
workloads. In this set of experiments, we analyze ByteCard’s role
in reducing read I/Os and diminishing the need for frequent hash
table resizing during aggregation processing. To this end, we di-
vided the STATS and AEOLUS datasets into varying scales and
conducted training processes for each scale. This approach enables
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Figure 6: Query Performance

an evaluation of ByteCard’s impact on system metrics of Byte-
House, highlighting its effectiveness across varying data scales.
Read I/Os. Figure 6(a) illustrates the read I/Os during query pro-
cessing for the STATS-Hybrid workload across various scales of the
STATS dataset, with the values normalized to the largest I/O size
observed in this experiment. In smaller data scales, the sketch-based
method (specifically, histograms in this context) aids ByteHouse’s
materialization strategy in reducing read I/Os more effectively than
the sample-basedmethod, owing to its capacity for relatively precise
estimations. However, as the data scale enlarges, the sketch-based
method’s performance deteriorates due to its reliance on simpli-
fied assumptions. In contrast, the sample-based method delivers
more accurate estimations in larger data scales, benefiting from its
flexibility and adaptability to changing data patterns. Despite these
advantages, both traditional methods are surpassed by ByteCard.
ByteCard’s superiority is attributed to its capacity to capture cross-
column and cross-table correlations, utilizing Bayesian networks
and FactorJoin. Consequently, ByteCard guides the materialization
strategy for ByteHouse to minimize read I/Os more effectively.
Resizing Frequency. Figure 6(b) displays the frequency of hash
table resizing during the aggregation processing of the AEOLUS
dataset at different scales. The sketch-based method, specifically
HyperLogLog, fails to support NDV estimation effectively in such
a dynamic scenario; The sample-based method has significant over-
head due to its requirement to evaluate query predicates in real
time. Given these constraints, both methods are generally deemed
unsuitable for aggregation processing scenarios. Consequently, our
analysis is confined to evaluating whether enabling ByteCard in
ByteHouse would reduce resizing frequency. The results revealed
by Figure 6(b) emphasize the efficiency of ByteCard, particularly
RBX, in significantly reducing the necessity for hash table resiz-
ing during the aggregation process of ByteHouse, showcasing its
superior performance and adaptability.

Notably, RBX’s workload-independent nature eliminates the re-
quirement of separate model training for each dataset scale. As

the data scale escalates, resizing frequency rapidly increases in
the absence of ByteCard. Conversely, by utilizing RBX’s estima-
tions provided by ByteCard, ByteHouse shows remarkable effec-
tiveness in significantly reducing the frequency of hash table resiz-
ing, even amidst escalating data scales. This highlights the efficacy
of RBX’s estimations in dynamically adjusting to varying data
volumes, thereby enhancing ByteCard’s effectiveness in memory
management during aggregation processing.

7.3 Algorithmic Observations

In this set of experiments, we delve into an algorithmic perspective
to evaluate the accuracy of cardinality estimations provided by
ByteCard for ByteHouse. Subsequently, we examine the resource
consumption of the models employed by ByteCard, focusing on
model size and training time.
Q-Error. Figure 7 presents the Q-Error results using violin plots.
For all the distributions of Q-Errors, we can see that most Q-errors
are concentrated on smaller values indicated by the width of the
violin. The thick horizontal line in the middle of box inside each
violin represents the median of Q-Error, while the box’s extent
shows the interquartile range (the middle 50% of the values). Tra-
ditional methods and ByteCard exhibit distinct characteristics on
both critical elements of the plots.

ThemedianQ-Error of ByteCard across all theworkloads achieves
the lowest value among the three evaluated methods. Its interquar-
tile range is also relatively lower than the two traditional methods.
For JOB-Hybrid, the sketch-based method’s median Q-Error is com-
parable to that of the sample-based method but exhibits poorer
performance at higher quantiles. For STATS-Hybrid, the sketch-
based method’s performance deteriorates further, attributable to
STATS’s more complex data distribution and the larger query space
of STATS-Hybrid. In the case of AEOLUS-Online, sample-based
methods demonstrate limited robustness, primarily due to the com-
plexity of business queries, which hinder accurate estimation of
small samples.

Interestingly, in many cases, the sample-based method demon-
strates a better Q-Error than the sketch-based method. Yet, it does
not translate into superior end-to-end query performance. This
paradox arises because the improved cardinality estimation of the
sample-based method, due to its flexibility, comes at the expense of
increased estimation overhead. This phenomenon underscores why
ByteCard prioritizes models that offer high-accuracy estimation
and efficient inference. Owing to strategic model selection and the
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Figure 7: Algorithm Performance: Q-Error

Inference Engine abstraction for efficiently integrating the infer-
ence algorithms, ByteCard consistently achieves optimal Q-Error
across all three workloads.
Model Details. Table 6, extracted from the ModelForge Service,
records the size and training details of ByteCard’s models such
as Bayesian Network (BN). The table also encompasses FactorJoin,
detailing the size of its join-buckets and the associated construction
time, indicative of its training time. Bothmodels maintain a compact
size, below 5Mb. Integration of these models into ByteHouse results
in a moderate increase in memory footprints, yet this expansion
does not impose a substantial resource burden on the system.

Table 6: Details of ByteCard’s Models Per Table

Dataset Method Model Size Training Time

IMDB
BN 3.6 Mb 2.5 min
FactorJoin 2.9 Mb 1.9 min
RBX 256 Kb -

STATS
BN 4.2 Mb 3.1 min
FactorJoin 2.3 Mb 0.8 min
RBX 256 Kb -

AEOLUS
BN 4.3 Mb 2.2 min
FactorJoin 3.6 Mb 1.7 min
RBX 534Kb 57 min

The training time of RBX for the IMDB and STATS datasets is not
recorded due to its workload-independent nature, requiring only a
single offline training session. As a result, the model size for RBX
remains uniform across these datasets. While RBX is generally
effective, it faces challenges with columns in AEOLUS’s tables
with unusually high NDVs. To mitigate this, a calibration approach
involving model fine-tuning is developed.

The learning rate is reduced in the ModelForge Service’s fine-
tuning process, leading to slower convergence. The fine-tuning
for a single problematic column may take approximately an hour.
Notably, this does not compromise ByteHouse’s stability. Firstly,
the fine-tuning occurs in theModelForge Service, thereby not im-
pacting ByteHouse’s computational resources. Secondly, in cases
whereModel Monitor identifies poor NDV estimations from RBX
models for specific columns, it instructs ByteHouse to switch to a
traditional NDV estimator. ByteCard only integrates a RBX model
for estimating these problematic columns once MM has validated
the new parameters.

8 LESSONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Limitations of Learned CardEstMethods]: Although learned
CardEst methods offer significant potential to enhance ByteHouse
via various optimization strategies, their implementation might
sometimes result in less-than-optimal performance due to several
factors. Firstly, the complexity of data distributions and the diver-
sity of query workloads across different business scenarios pose

substantial challenges to achieving accurate cardinality estimates.
No single model, including BayesCard or FactorJoin, could excel in
all situations. For instance, BayesCard is prone to underestimate
join sizes with substantial true cardinalities in comparison to its
counterparts [18, 56]. Although the integration of BayesCard with
FactorJoin through ByteCard has mitigated this issue to some ex-
tent, we plan to further delve into emerging approaches such as
meta-learning [20, 21, 57] to tackle the estimation challenges.

Moreover, their focus solely on base table estimations constrains
the current landscape of learning-based CardEst models. This lim-
itation calls for cutting-edge researches that synergize machine
learning techniques with the Cascades framework [16], a founda-
tion for modern query optimizers. The Cascades framework typi-
cally employs the memogroup [27], a fundamental abstraction for
organizing logically equivalent query plans or expressions. We sug-
gest that researchers construct CardEst models centered around
thememogroup, leveraging its essential role in efficiently exploring
the space of potential query plans.

In addition, achieving accurate CardEst does not solely ensure
optimal system performance. Other critical factors, including cost
models, indexing strategies, and hardware constraints, significantly
influence the overall system efficiency. The complexity of big-data
systems and the variability of cloud environments [38, 43] make
the accurate modeling of query plan costs rather challenging, even
with reliable cardinality estimates. Our future work will explore
additional opportunities where machine learning could enhance
ByteHouse’s query processing efficiency, mainly through integrat-
ing learning-based cost models [43, 45].
Model Preference for ML-enhanced Components: Unlike the
approaches that apply ML for logical tuning outside the system
kernel, such as knob tuning [41, 51, 61] and materialized view
recommendations [17, 31, 51], ByteCard distinguishes itself as an
ML-enhanced component embedded in the core of industrial-grade
data warehouses, aiming at the physical (in-kernel) optimization.
This strategic positioning allows ByteCard to directly enhance the
data processing capabilities of the warehouse by leveraging ML
for in-depth system improvements rather than focusing solely on
external logical tuning strategies.

For learning-based physical optimization, particularly in areas
such as cardinality and cost estimation, it is vital to establish dis-
tinct criteria for model selection, which differs from those applied
in learning-based logical tuning approaches. Unlike logical tuning,
where machine learning serves mainly as an intelligent advisory
mechanism, physical optimization demands direct integration into
the runtime execution process, necessitating distinct considerations
for model selection. For model selection in physical optimization
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tasks, we advocate a shift towards prioritizing rapid inference capa-
bilities. This criteria calls for a preference for compact yet precise
models over more cumbersome alternatives, including deep neural
networks or large language models (LLMs) [4, 53]. The considerable
training demands and resource intensiveness required by larger
models make them impractical within physical optimization, where
efficiency and rapid execution are crucial.
Future Integration of More ML-Enhanced Components: Incor-
porating ML-enhanced components into database systems requires
careful design since integrating different models would demand dif-
ferent design choices. Within a tightly coupled architecture, it’s cru-
cial to include both model training and inference processes within
the system kernel. However, this approach limits the framework’s
capacity to evaluate emerging learning-based cardinality estimation
methods. Executing the training and inference phases for diverse
AI4DB models in the native language dedicated to system develop-
ment entails significant engineering effort. By leveraging ByteCard,
specifically designed to incorporate learning-based cardinality esti-
mation, we present an engineering exemplar that encapsulates the
adoption of AI4DB methods.

Our future work aims to deploy more ML-enhanced components,
such as learning-based cost models, into our system. Contrary to
cardinality estimation models, cost models typically employ query-
driven approaches to improve performance. These models, such as
XGBoost [37] and Elastic Net [43], require runtime traces and query
plan statistics for effective training. Like other data warehouse
systems, ByteHouse is equipped to gather and store these necessary
logs in designated system tables. To facilitate the integration of
learning-based cost models, theModelForge Servicewill connect to
the warehouse to retrieve query logs, enabling the training process
to be executed through its on-demand services.

Integrating inference algorithms of learning-based cost mod-
els into our system necessitates circumventing the simple Python
implementations to mitigate their adverse impact on query per-
formance. Thus, ByteCard’s Inference Engine emerges as a piv-
otal component. The engine’s interface, purposefully designed to
be agnostic towards the varied inference logic of AI4DB models,
standardizes the model behavior for inference within the database
kernel. While the loading of learning-based models could adhere to
the protocols established for the CardEst models, the initialization
and validation phases demand carefully customized implementa-
tions for each model to avoid disrupting regular query processing.
Additionally, a robust implementation for model featurization and
the inference algorithm is essential. These implementations must
be optimized for kernel-level invocation, mainly through inference-
related interfaces, to ensure efficient and reliable execution during
database tasks.

9 CONCLUSIONS

ByteCard represents a significant advancement in integrating state-
of-the-art, learning-based CardEst models into ByteDance’s indus-
trial data warehouse system, ByteHouse. The framework’s design,
including the Inference Engine and ModelForge Service, facilitates
efficient model management and deployment, thereby enhancing
query processing without burdening the computational resources
of ByteHouse. This work paves the way for ByteHouse’s future

advancements in challenging areas of query optimization, including
cost models.
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